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How can we introspect the relationship between  

the social network and communities  

Social network is a form of social organization based on the connections between differ-

ent dots or individuals, which represent a stable relationship among different interactions of dots 

and individuals. Simultaneously，dots can be refers to the social relationship grounded on the 

individuals, organization or society network which could connect each other from casual ac-

quaintances to tightly connected family relationship. In some level, social network would pay 

attention to the connections of peoples, effects of interpersonal actions in the social network.  

When the connotation of the community is taken into account, the external form of the communi-

ty is more diversified and assorted. It can be a family, street community, working company even 

a voluntary organization.  Everyone would have more or less connections to the community 

which they are in. When the community is revealed as a form of organization, it always have 

strict relationship or order rules between superior and subordinate. For instance, the head and 

soldiers in the army, the boss and employees in the company, parents and kids in the families. 

Every community can be viewed as a miniature version of society. From the brief summarized 

characters angle, social network can be regarded as a kind of communities. However, the more 

essential point is that social network can not be equal to the communities. It embodies the deno-

tation of communities and enriched the connotation of communities. In order to deeply and fully 
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understand the implication relationship between these two things, the detailed interpretation and 

definition about the meaning is requisite.  

Initially, the significance of the social network can not be ignored in the development of 

society. Rainie and Barry Wellman mentioned that “nothing has brought social networks more 

vividly to pubic awareness than the rise of social networking sites”. (2012) Social psychologist 

Stanley Milgram form Harvard University presented the six degrees of separation based on the 

small-world experiment of people could find anyone they want only through six people. In fact, 

many people deem social networks as a complicated social structure and people who are never 

know each other would join in the same social network based on the similar interests, the sense 

of belongings or perception of affiliation. In reality, people randomly and frequently quit and join 

different social networked again and again. The complicated interpersonal connections and split 

of separation would exist in the social network. The individuals are interconnected in the close-

ness of clusters which is different from the traditional meaning of cluster that only characterized 

with simple mutual relations rather than considering about the emotional sense and psychological 

belongings. 

The general scope of the social network is wide and broad, which include normally useful 

website Facebook and Myspace, professional network Linkedln, video sharing website YouTube, 

blog published website Wordpress and Blogger, micro-blog sharing website Twitter, photo plat-

form Instagram and Pinterest and so on. Social networks provides the most simplest, convenient 

and cheapest way to arrange members, held a party, exchange information and integrate commu-

nications. The most essential and representative of feature is that people who are never know 

each other before could easily set up a continually and closely relationship that is similar to the 
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real life friendship in the social network. Grounded on the research of Rheingold, online com-

munication in the social network also could reveal the actual closeness and trustiness similar to 

the real world.(2000) Besides, social network could integrate strangers  who has similar interests 

and common sense to a associated group. The strength of ties may be more stronger than the real 

relationships of unfamiliar relatives and friends. Social network provide a platform which could 

make people develop social capital, provide catalyze to the organizing of structure for online 

groups, integrate interpersonal relationship more closely. Moreover, social network always keep 

continue to encourage people to share personal information in specific platform and develop ex-

tended tools to maintain interactive relationship.The tremendous influences of social network are 

always beyond the expectations of imagination. Social network not only could effect the personal 

interactive ways, change the ways people communicate with each other and even transform the 

actions mode in the daily life. On social network, “Friends” end up serving as a part of a person’s 

self-representation on the site as well as the foundation of access control to certain features(e.g., 

commenting) and content (e.g., blog posts). (2010) On the whole, the skeleton and basic feature 

analysis would contribute the deep and systematic analysis of relationship between social net-

work and communities. 

Compared with the meaning of social network, the feature of communities would more 

extensive and expansive. The community always represent as the form of particular organization 

where people may have not enough freedom to do what they want and communicate with each 

other with numerous limitations. Especially, interactions in the communities often display as the 

messages transmission from upper level person to the lower level person. The typical examples 

for this explanation are army and enterprise. However, people maybe prefer to reveal their own 
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real identity in communities rather than hide the real identity in the virtual social network. Owing 

to the fact that people would widely exchange the interests and  benefits through basic interac-

tions. Because of interpersonal close relationship, helping each other become a kind of obliga-

tion. Everyone in the group earn the  double identity of both beneficiaries and generous donors 

who would help others. Community is the source of a lot of people get identity. Everyone have 

the possibilities get acceptances from others. People who has strong ability could establish credi-

bility, prestige and get a higher position in the communities. But at the same time, the group 

maybe help members to get more opportunities to develop their social capitals when they they 

get enough support from other members. Interpersonal ties that exist in the communities would 

tend to be persistent, stable and tenacious rather than shortly disappear and scatter. 

The social network could not be totally separate from the community. In the contrast, it 

can intimately connect people based on the original relationship in the real world. On account of 

strong functions and large effectives of social networks, it could set up strong ties transformed 

from the weak ties in the communities and extend personal connections from community to the 

social network based on the integration of social capitals. In communities, people join to the 

same group maybe result from the they know each other and want to share some common sense 

and similar interests. Gradually, it could adapt more people who enter into the same community 

where people could collective value. Furthermore, social network could extend and strength ties 

already in communities through retentive communications and active interactions in various on-

line platforms. In other words, the trustiness and closeness in the real world can be transformed 

and reinforced in the social network. The frequency of interactions and communication in the 

social network is not less than the social network. Moreover, the development of interpersonal 
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relationship in the social network would promote the maintenance of friendship from communi-

ties. At the same time, the long-term active actions in the social network would influence the be-

havior pattern in the communities. For instance, a university’s voluntary organization create a 

public page in the Facebook in order to publish announcement, promote activities, connect 

members and attract new comers. Students could communicate with other members through this 

platform. So one day when they take part in communities’ activities they could share same in-

formation and talk about common topics. Social network could provides simple, fast, low entry 

platforms to develop strong ties which could be transformed from weak ties in communities. The 

weak ties relationship in the communities is a normal phenomenon owing to the not everyone in 

the same community are familiar with others. However, the private spaces and free online envi-

ronment in the social network where people could unrestrictedly communicate with others would 

decrease the strange feelings from the communities.  As a whole, the contact in the social net-

work between individuals is similar to the interactive feature in the communities. Although 

communities in the real life always represent as a neighborhood-based communities, which 

gradually develop to the multiple communities in the social network. Meanwhile, the homoge-

neous ties based on somewhat involuntary kin and neighbors in the communities increasingly 

develop to the diversified ties based on the friendship in the social network. The strong social 

control in the communities can be steadily convert to the weak social control and freedom envi-

ronment in the social network. The tight boundaries with other groups in the communities could 

progressively can be altered to the permeable boundaries with other networks in the social net-

work. The organized recreational groups in the communities could be progressively transformed 

to the shifting networks of recreational friendship in the social network. Public spaces in the 
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communities also can be increasingly transformed to the  private interactive spaces in social net-

work. Generally speaking, social network and communities are both “emerges as a result of the 

intersection of people, technology and practice”. (2010) Wether it is communities or social net-

works,  it provide bridges for individuals or dots and offer emotional connections, diversified 

communication, and long-term active support. 
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